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The views expressed in this review are those of the named media and not necessarily 
representative of the Delegation of the European Union to Zimbabwe.  
                                                                                                    

Politics/International Relations 
 

 
EU responds to sanctions challenge 
The Herald, September 22, 2011 
The European Union has sent a brief response to the Government after 
Harare gave it an ultimatum to justify the sanctions the grouping imposed on 
Zimbabwe. The deadline for the EU to respond was yesterday. 
A source close to the matter yesterday said the EU's failure to adequately 
explain itself meant the 27-member bloc had no legal and factual basis for 
imposing the embargo. 
However, efforts to get the letter were fruitless as both the EU head of 
delegation to Zimbabwe Ambassador Mr Aldo Dell' Ariccia and the Attorney-
General Mr Johannes Tomana chose to keep the contents under wraps. 
Last night, Mr Tomana confirmed that his office had been served with the EU 
response to the ultimatum issued on September 1 this year.  
However, he refused to divulge the contents of the response. 
 

Zanu PF willing to engage hostile nations 
The Herald, September 21, 2011 
Zanu-PF national chairman Cde Simon Khaya Moyo says his party is willing 
to engage hostile nations that have imposed illegal sanctions on the country. 

He, however, insists the illegal sanctions should be removed. 
Cde Khaya Moyo says the party is willing to interact with progressive 
countries that do not interfere with Zimbabwe's internal affairs. He said this 
when he met Swedish ambassador to Zimbabwe Anders Liden who had paid 
a courtesy call on him yesterday. 
Ambassador Liden said Sweden was willing to strengthen relations between 
the two countries. 
Sweden is one of the countries that imposed the embargo on the country. 
Cde Khaya Moyo said the Zanu-PF Government was shocked to see Sweden 
being hoodwinked by Britain to impose the illegal sanctions on Zimbabwe 
when the two countries had enjoyed good relations since Zimbabwe's 
liberation struggle. 

 
 

Political Violence/Elections 

 

Zanu PF thug gets 20 years for rape 
DailyNews, September 20, 2011 
A magistrate on Monday sentenced a Zanu PF activist and war veteran to 20 
years in jail for raping an MDC supporter during the 2008 election violence. 
The two MDCs and civil society have welcomed the sentence. 
 Magistrate Esther Muremba called the activist a “disrespectful thug” who 
took advantage of the volatile situation to rape a vulnerable woman. 
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The 2008 harmonised polls were marred by violence, with the MDCs and Non 
Governmental Organisations accusing Zanu PF of perpetrating the 
violence. Morgan Tsvangirai pulled out of the second round of the 
Presidential polls against Robert Mugabe citing the violence, which claimed 
the lives of at least 200 MDC-T supporters in less than three months. 
 

Jackson calls for end to violence 
NewsDay, September 20, 2011 
Prominent United States cleric and former presidential hopeful, Reverend 
Jesse Jackson (Snr), on Sunday called for an end to the political violence in 
Zimbabwe and pledged to support the country achieve free and fair elections.  
 
Jackson was speaking in Chicago when he addressed a gathering at his 
Baptist Church auditorium where Prime Minister Morgan Tsvangirai was a 
guest. The speech was televised to over six million people across the world. 
 
“Today, I have a special guest, a man who won an election in Zimbabwe, but 
failed to govern,” said Jackson. 
 

''Mutasa, Shiri incited 2008 violence 
Zimbabwe Independent, September 23-29, 2011 
US embassy cables released by WikiLeaks say ZANU PF heavyweights, 
including former Gender and Women’s Affairs minister Oppah Muchinguri; air 
force commander Perrence Shiri, and State Security minister Didymus 
Mutasa as well as former cabinet minister Kumbirai Kangai incited some of 
the worst violence in the bloody 2008 presidential election runoff which the 
MDC claimed resulted in the death of more than 200 of its supporters.  
 
The cable  dated April  10  2008 says that Zanu PF central committee 
member Manatsa Mutasa, who was described as “disillusioned”, told 
ambassador James McGee that Zanu PF had been disturbed by MDC-T 
leader Morgan Tsvangirai’s victory in the March 2008 election and had 
hatched a plan to intimidate MDC leaders and supporters. 
 
Mutasa told the US embassy that bases and command centres were set up in 
the bush and manned by “off duty soldiers” 
Mutasa further projected that Zanu PF would petrol bomb its own offices and 
blame the MDC, therefore opening space for President Robert Mugabe to 
declare a state of emergency and cancel the run-off. 

 
Zanu PF youths invade white-owned buildings 
NewsDay, September 19, 2011 
Zanu PF youths in Chiredzi have invaded three buildings owned by white 
businessmen in the sugar-producing town. 
The youths appear to have taken calls by Youth, Indigenisation and 
Empowerment minister Saviour Kasukuwere for a take-over of foreign-owned 
businesses too far.  
 

Led by a shadowy Zanu PF youth group, Masvingo Youths Empowerment 
Association (MYEA) — an equivalent of Harare’s Upfumi Kuvadiki — the 
youths, dancing   and singing revolutionary songs, stormed three buildings. 
They invaded Govan Investments’ building, owned by Southhood Govan, 
Graig Hanning Building and another one belonging to Jan Van Javeert, 
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proprietor of the South East Tanning Company declaring the properties 
theirs. 

 
500 landless families invade Chiredzi farms 
The Herald, September 23, 2011 
Over 500 landless families have invaded farms and wildlife conservancies in 
Chiredzi District over the past weeks, forcing the National Lands Inspectorate 
to intervene. 
The families invaded such wildlife conservancies as Devuli Ranch in Bikita 
and parts of Save Valley to allot themselves plots before the onset of the 
rains. 
This follows the invasion of Chidza Farm in Masvingo District by over 1 000 
families, mainly apostolic sect members late last month. 
This development prompted a National Lands Inspectorate team led by 
Police Deputy Commissioner-General Godwin Matanga to visit the province 
and restore order. 
 

Woza leaders arrested 

DailyNews, September 22, 2011 
Police in Bulawayo yesterday arrested Women of Zimbabwe Arise (WOZA) 
leaders and 17 other members of the pressure group for commemorating the 
International day of Peace. The women were calling for an end to political 
violence in the country. 

 
 

Economic Issues 

 
KP shifts goalposts on Zim visit 
The Herald, September 22, 2011 
The Kimberley Process Certification Scheme has requested to make changes 
to its delegation scheduled to visit the country on a fact-finding mission. The 
delegation, consisting of the body's secretariat and led by the KP chair, Mr 
Mathius Yamba, was initially expected in the country last week.  
However, investigations by The Herald Business have revealed that the 
KPCS has requested the Zimbabwean Government to exclude newly 
appointed co-monitor of the Marange diamonds, Mr Mark Van Bockstael. 
The move to exclude Mr Van Bockstael is largely viewed as a ploy by the 
KPCS to hinder the certification of the Marange diamonds as the visit was 
also expected to result in the joint venture between Government and a 
Chinese firm, Anjin Investments receiving KP certification. 

Old Mutual complies 
The Herald, September 22, 2011 
OLD Mutual has moved a major step towards complying with the 
indigenisation regulations after agreeing to immediately localise 25 percent of 
its equity while Standard Chartered Bank had its indigenisation proposal 
rejected on the grounds that it fell short of requirements. 
According to the agreement signed between Old Mutual and the Ministry of 
Youth Development, Indigenisation and Economic Empowerment, the largest 
insurer will release a grant to pensioners equivalent to 10 percent of the 
company. 
Employees will also receive free nine percent of Old Mutual shareholding. 
The group has also allocated 3, 5 percent that can be acquired, on a 
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commercial basis, by strategic local partners. 
A grant to the Youth Development Fund equivalent to 2, 5 percent and valued 
at US$10 million and an additional US$1 million will be made available from 
the Old Mutual Fund. 

 
Biti sought sanctions removal-WikiLeaks 
NewsDay, September 21, 2011 
Leaked cables released by whistleblower website WikiLeaks have revealed 
that Finance minister Tendai Biti sought the removal of three banks, namely 
Infrastructure Development Bank of Zimbabwe, Agribank and ZB Bank and 
Building Society (ZB), on the United States sanctions list arguing this would 
aid the country’s economic reforms.  
Ray said the motivation behind Biti’s request was not to throw Zanu PF a 
bone, but rather to see US government policies adjust to the new 
circumstances in Zimbabwe. 
 
The US envoy said the Finance minister would like to see these three banks 
contributing to Zimbabwe’s economic recovery.  
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